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ABSTRACT: Understanding the structural response of polyelec-
trolyte brushes to variation in both intrinsic and external properties is
highly relevant for their application as functionalized interfaces and
components of nanodevices. Using coarse-grained simulations, we
examine an aspect that is largely unexplored, namely the dielectric
mismatch between the solvent and the substrate. We systematically
study how this permittivity contrast alters the brush structure over a
range of Bjerrum length, polymer charge density, counterion size and
valency, salt concentration, polymer grafting density, and external
electric field. In addition to the expected brush contraction near
metallic substrates and expansion on low-permittivity substrates, we
find various regimes where variation of the substrate properties
qualitatively alters the brush response.

1. INTRODUCTION

Polyelectrolyte brushes (PEBs), assemblies of charged
polymers (polyelectrolytes, PEs) grafted onto a solid substrate,
are encountered in a wide range of applications, including the
design of functionalized interfaces and of nanochannels with
controllable properties.1,2 In the latter, one exploits the
reversible collapse−extension transition of PEBs that occurs
in response to variation in temperature,3,4 electric field,5−7

pH,8,9 or photoirradiation frequency10 to open or block a
nanochannel and thereby control the transport of solvent and
solutes. The modulation of interfacial wetting properties
through structural changes in the PEB that result from changes
in salt concentration11 or pH12 and that either permit water
penetration into the PEB or exclude water from it provides a
practical example of surface functionalization by PEBs. They
can also be used to control the interactions between colloidal
building blocks. For example, pH-switchable aggregation and
disaggregation of Janus colloids has been achieved by coating
the hemispheres with distinct types of PEBs.13

Given their prevalence, understanding the structure of PEBs
under different conditions has been the subject of considerable
theoretical, computational, and experimental research efforts.
Particle-based simulations have been performed to investigate
the dependence of brush behavior on salt concentration,14−20

solvent quality,18,21−23 and permittivity,21,24,25 temperature,23

external electric field,5,6,26−28 grafting density,6,17,19,20,24,29,30

polymer charge density,20,24−26,31 chain stiffness,16,27 and
counterion valency,19,31−35 along with comparisons to scaling
predictions,14,22,29,36−38 self-consistent field theories,17,39−43

and density-functional theories.44 Experimental techniques,
such as dynamic light scattering,45 atomic force microscopy,35

and dielectric spectroscopy,46 have been utilized to directly
visualize the PEB structures and to quantify their structure
(e.g., brush thickness) at different conditions.
Our interest here lies in the effect of substrate properties on

PEB structure. Prior simulations have investigated the impact
of surface charges24,25,47 on interfacial brush and ion behavior,
but the role of the dielectric properties of the substrate has
been ignored, apart from one computational study of a
spherical PEB constructed on a silica nanoparticle.48 We note
that substrates in practical applications range from metallic4,49

to insulating.50,51 Moreover, we speculate that surface effects
are particularly important in brushes consisting of short chains,
which are becoming increasingly relevant as advances in
manufacturing techniques continue to push the sizes of PEB-
functionalized nanochannels down to a few nanometers.52

Short polyelectrolytes have also been grafted to outer surfaces,
for example, to create oligonucleotide-functionalized gold
nanoparticles for the detection of complementary DNA
fragments.53

We employ coarse-grained molecular dynamics (MD)
simulations to study the effect of substrate permittivity on
the structure of a PEB consisting of short chains and on the
behavior of counterions within these assemblies. We system-
atically map out how dielectric effects change the brush
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response to variation in Bjerrum length (i.e., solvent
permittivity or temperature), polymer charge, counterion
valency and size, salt concentration, grafting density, and
electric field. This report is organized as follows. We start with
an overview of the simulation model and computational details
in section 2. In section 3, we explore the structural variation of
a PEB on three types of substrates (insulating, conducting, and
nonpolarizable interfaces). We first vary the Bjerrum length
(section 3.1) and polymer charge density (section 3.2) and
then proceed to examine the role of counterion valency
(section 3.3) and size (section 3.4) along with salt
concentration, grafting density (section 3.5), and electric
field (section 3.6). Section 4 provides a brief summary.

2. MODEL AND METHOD
We employ the same coarse-grained model as in our recent
work on ion transport through PEBs.54 We model anionic PE
oligomers as bead−spring chains55,56 of N = 10 monomers,
each carrying an elementary charge −e. The simulated system
consists of 6 × 6 linear chains uniformly grafted onto a planar
substrate (located at z = 0) in a square lattice pattern with
spacing d = Γ−1/2, where Γ is the grafting density, i.e., the
number of chains per unit area. We primarily focus on a salt-
free and sparse PEB at low grafting density Γ = 0.02σ−2 with
monovalent counterions (charge e) of the same size as the
monomers. However, later on we also vary salt concentration,
grafting density, counterion valency, and ion size to examine
their effect on PEB structure and responsiveness to substrate
permittivity.
The brush monomers and counterions are represented as

spheres of identical mass m and diameters σb and σc,
respectively. The excluded-volume interaction between ions
and monomers is modeled by a shifted-truncated Lennard-
Jones (LJ) potential
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where rij is the center-to-center distance between particles i
and j, σ σ σ̅ = +( )/2ij i j is their average diameter (center-to-

center distance at contact), and σ= ̅r 2 ijcut
1/6 denotes the cutoff

distance. The diameter of the monomers is our unit of length σ
= σb, and the unit of energy is εLJ = kBT/1.2, where kB is
Boltzmann’s constant and T the absolute temperature.
Neighboring monomers along a chain are bonded through a
harmonic potential

= −U r K r R( )
1
2

( )ij ijbond 0
2

(2)

with spring constant K = 400εLJ/σ
2 and bond length R0 =

21/6σ. The electrostatic interaction between a pair of particles
of valencies qi and qj is given by

=U r k Tl
q q

r
( )ij

i j

ij
Coul B B

(3)

where lB = e2/(4πκsolkBT) (κsol defined below) is the Bjerrum
length. These interactions are taken into account via the
particle−particle particle−mesh (PPPM) algorithm57 with a
relative accuracy of 10−5.

The simulation cell is 2D-periodic in the x- and y-directions
with dimensions [0, L] × [0, L] × [0, Lz], where L will be
tuned to vary the grafting density and Lz = 12.5σ. The ions and
monomers are confined between purely repulsive LJ walls (εwall
= εLJ; σwall = 0.5σi) at z = 0 and z = Lz and are immersed in a
continuum medium of dielectric permittivity κsol representing
the solvent. There is no dielectric mismatch between the
medium and the upper wall, but the substrate has a permittivity
κsub. A schematic of the simulated system is presented in Figure
1.

The dielectric mismatch between the solvent and the
substrate gives rise to surface polarization charge, which can
be represented using image charges.58,59 The self-image
interaction between a particle of valency qi and its own
image charge is

= Δ
U z k Tl q

z
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i
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2

(4)

where Δ = (κsol − κsub)/(κsol + κsub) is the dielectric mismatch
between the solvent and the substrate. A conducting substrate
(attractive surface polarization) corresponds to Δ = −1 and an
insulating substrate (repulsive polarization) to Δ > 0 (we
consider the limiting value Δ = 1). A nonpolarizable substrate
has κsol = κsub, so that Δ = 0. Including dielectric effects, the
total pairwise electrostatic interaction between two particles of
valency qi and qj is therefore
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We have modified the PPPM algorithm to incorporate eqs 4
and 5. The actual simulation cell spans from z = −Lz to z = Lz
to accommodate image charges, and the (quasi-2D) slab
geometry is expanded to a 3D-periodic system by means of a
50σ thick vacuum layer, accompanied by a slab correction60 to
eliminate artifacts arising from the periodicity in the z
dimension.

Figure 1. Schematic of the simulated system. Polyelectrolytes (green)
are described as bead−spring chains and immersed in implicit solvent
with permittivity κsol along with the counterions (blue). The chains
are grafted in a square pattern onto a substrate that has dielectric
permittivity κsub.
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We employ the NVT ensemble in which the temperature is
controlled by a Langevin thermostat with damping time τ,
where τ σ ε= m( / )2

LJ
1/2 is the LJ unit of time. The positions

and velocities are updated by using the velocity-Verlet
algorithm with a time step of 0.01τ. We start from a fully
stretched configuration and equilibrate the polymer chains for
104τ. The subsequent production runs last for 105τ, during
which the configuration is sampled every 10τ. To quantify the
system structure, we define the average brush height as

∫ ∫ρ ρ= ( ) ( )H z z z z z( ) d / ( ) d
L L

B 0 B 0 B
z z and the average

counterion height as ∫ ∫ρ ρ= ( ) ( )H z z z z z( ) d / ( ) d
L

c
L

cc 0 0
z z ,

where ρb(z) and ρc(z) are the number density distributions of
the monomers and counterions, respectively.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Effect of Temperature and Solvent Permittivity.
The dimensionless Manning parameter ξ = lBλ, where −eλ is
the polymer charge per unit length, provides a useful way of
quantifying the electrostatic coupling between ions and
polyelectrolytes.61 For polyelectrolytes in solution, Manning
theory predicts a counterion condensation transition, con-
trolled by the balance between counterion release entropy and
electrostatic binding energy, at ξ = 1/q, with q the counterion
valency. This condensation transition occurs in PEBs as well
and affects the brush structure.25 There are two independent
ways of altering ξ, namely, either variation of the Bjerrum
length lB (by varying temperature or solvent permittivity),
which we examine in the present section, or variation of the
polymer charge density, which we pursue in section 3.2. The
Bjerrum length controls the strength of all electrostatic
interactions, whereas variation of λ alters all interactions
involving monomer charges, including interactions between
free charges and the monomer-induced substrate polarization
charge, but not (directly) the interactions between ions and
between ions and their image charges.
Figure 2a presents the brush height Hb and counterion

height Hc of a sparse (Γ = 0.02σ−2) and salt-free PEB as a
function of lB. We observe a nonmonotonic variation of PEB
height, in line with previous simulations:21,24,25,62 decreasing
solvent permittivity (or temperature)i.e., increasing Bjerrum
length lBcauses an initial expansion because of enhancement
of intra- and interpolymer repulsion, followed by a contraction
at ξ* ≈ 1 as the onset of ion condensation onto the chains
starts to reduce the counterion osmotic pressure and the
repulsive polymer−polymer interactions. At high Bjerrum
lengths, this collapse may be further enhanced by the
formation of localized monomer−ion pairs, resulting in
attractive dipolar intrapolymer interactions, as was observed
for free polyelectrolytes.62 Accordingly, Hc monotonically
decreases as ions are absorbed into the brush by the enhanced
polymer−ion interactions.
Interestingly, the coupling strength ξ* at which we observe a

maximum in the brush height, followed by a contraction
because of the onset of counterion condensation, aligns very
well with the prediction of Manning theory. Various aspects of
our system differ from the assumptions in this theory,
including the flexibility and short length of the chains, finite
ion size, and the interaction between neighboring chains. The
last effect is likely weak due to the sparse brush density. In
dense brushes ξ* shifts,25 as the chains no longer behave

similar to free polyelectrolytes and interpolymer interactions
contribute to the overall brush height. In the following
sections, we will demonstrate how other factors affect the onset
of ion condensation into the brush. This underlines that the
applicability of Manning theory to the system studied here is
merely qualitative.
Figure 2a also illustrates the effect of substrate permittivity

on brush structure. A conducting substrate reduces the brush
height, whereas a PEB grafted onto an insulating interface is
expanded. This effect is less obvious than it may seem due to
the interaction between counterions and the polarization
charge induced by monomers, and vice versa. The dielectric
modulation of brush behavior is best understood from the
distributions of the different charged components in the
system. We illustrate this for the parameter choice lB = 3σ and
−eλ = −e/(21/6σ) ≈ −0.89e/σ, the rightmost points in Figure
2a. Both the counterion distributions (Figure 2b, top) and the
monomer distributions (Figure 2b, bottom) are affected by the
surface polarization, with the strongest effects in the interfacial
region. Repulsive polarization (Δ = 1) has only a weak effect
because of the inability of grafted monomers to be fully
repelled from the surface, which then propagates to the
counterion distribution via electrostatic ion−monomer bind-
ing. The monomer depletion seen here bears resemblance to
the observation of reduced adsorption of free polyelectrolytes
onto a low-permittivity substrate.63 In contrast, attractive
polarization significantly enhances the monomer and ion
concentrations near the brush substrate.
The dielectric effects are strongest at large lB (small solvent

permittivity or low temperature) due to the stronger
electrostatic coupling between the surface polarization and
both the ions and the monomers. This, along with the ability of
ion−polarization interactions to alter the onset of ion
condensation, causes a shift in the coupling strength ξ* at
which the brush height reaches a maximum. PEBs on a

Figure 2. Effect of Bjerrum length on brush height and counterion
distribution for different substrate permittivities. (a) Brush height Hb
(solid lines) and counterion height Hc (dashed lines) as a function of
Manning parameter ξ (increasing lB). Different colors correspond to
nonpolarizable (Δ = 0, black), metallic (Δ = −1, red), and insulating
(Δ = 1, blue) substrates. (b) Density distributions of counterions ρc
(top) and monomers ρb (bottom) as a function of the distance z to
the substrate for Bjerrum length lB = 3σ and polymer charge per
length −eλ = −0.89e/σ.
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conducting substrate reach their most expanded state at a
smaller coupling than those grafted on an insulating interface.
The surface polarization also has a small effect on the lateral

dimensions of the chains, with a modest increase in the lateral
radius of gyration (Rxy) for attractive substrates and a slight
decrease for repulsive substrates. At lB = 3σ we find Rxy = (6.46
± 0.002)σ, Rxy = (6.28 ± 0.002)σ, and Rxy = (6.21 ± 0.002)σ
for Δ = −1, Δ = 0, and Δ = 1, respectively.
3.2. Effect of Polymer Charge. We now proceed to vary

the Manning parameter ξ by tuning the polymer charge per
length and explore how the impacts on brush and ion
configuration differ from those observed upon variation of the
Bjerrum length. In experimental realizations polymer charge
can be controlled, e.g., by pH-induced changes in protonation.
To alter it in simulations, we vary the “monomer” charge
ranging from −0.1e to −e. The results are summarized in
Figure 3a. Unlike the expansion−contraction behavior

observed in Figure 2a, a monotonic expansion of the brush is
found as the coupling ξ is enhanced by increasing λ. This
monotonic expansion is in agreement with prior simula-
tions20,26,31 and can be understood from the persistent
dominance of intra- and interpolymer repulsions, which scale
as λ2, over monomer−ion attractions, which tend to reduce the
counterion osmotic pressure and thereby counteract the
swelling of the brush, but only scale as λ. We note that we
still observe absorption of ions into the brush even though the
monotonic brush expansion (reflecting an increase in effective
polymer charge) contradicts the Manning prediction that the
effective polymer charge remains constant above the counter-
ion condensation threshold.
The observed expansion upon increase of λ bears qualitative

resemblance to the scaling prediction,37 although it should be
noted that no quantitative agreement is to be expected given

the short chain length employed here. In the absence of salt,
scaling theory has predicted six different scaling regimes as a
function of grafting density and polymer line charge density.
When the polymers are weakly charged, the counterion
distribution extends beyond the brush and the PEB resides
in the Pincus regime, where Hb is predicted to scale as N3Γλ2.
In the opposite limit, the counterions are strongly adsorbed
within the brush. In this osmotic regime the brush height scales
as Nλ1/2. In our system, as we vary the bead charge from −0.1e
to −e, the PEB initially exhibits behavior similar to the Pincus
regime37 characterized by a rapid expansion, followed by a
slowdown in the expansion rate at higher λ, consistent with the
osmotic regime.
Dielectric effects on brush structure (i.e., Hb) diminish at

low λ as the coupling of the polymers to the polarization
charges weakens. Interestingly, the dielectric modulation of
counterion location Hc is almost independent of λ. Reflected in
the normalized counterion distributions for the PEB with low
(− 0.1e, Figure 3b, top) and high (−e) bead charge (Figure 3b,
bottom), the persistent dielectric modulation of Hc originates
from the interactions of the counterions with their own
polarization charges. While both ion distributions show
dielectric effects near the interface, at low λ they are
particularly prominent. Therein there is almost no polarization
charge or electrostatic screening because of the polymers, and
the dielectric modulation of ion distribution is unaffected by
polymer location due to the rather weak ion−polymer
coupling.

3.3. Role of Counterion Valency. Multivalent counter-
ions have the potential to significantly alter the conformation
of polyelectrolytes (cf. ref 56 and references therein), including
PEBs.32 Enhanced valency introduces stronger interactions
between ions, monomers, and polarization charges and thus
potentially also alters the magnitude of dielectric effects. To
examine this, we revisit the systems of section 3.1 (variation of
solvent permittivity) and section 3.2 (variation of polymer
charge), but now using trivalent counterions. We quantify the
brush response in Figure 4.
Variation of the Manning parameter by decreasing temper-

ature or solvent permittivity still leads to a nonmonotonic
behavior of brush height (Figure 4a). The maximum shifts
from ξ* ≈ 1 for monovalent counterions (Figure 2a) to ξ* ≈
1/3, qualitatively in line with the onset of trivalent counterion
condensation predicted by Manning theory. The collapse at
strong coupling is much stronger than for monovalent ions,
enhanced by the ability of multivalent ions to cause
polyelectrolyte condensation: trivalent ions act as intra- and
interpolymer “linkers”,35,56,64 thus enabling a denser packing
(Figure 4b). This is also reflected in the simulations by the
fraction of trivalent ions binding to more than one chain,
which is 16.9% for lb = 3σ and Δ = 0, compared to 2.0% for
monovalent counterions.
The dielectric modulation is qualitatively similar to what we

observed for monovalent ions, albeit amplified by the
quadratically enhanced coupling (cf. eq 4) between multivalent
ions and their own polarization charges. The modulation of ion
distributions propagates to the polymer brush structure due to
the strong coupling between multivalent ions and polymers.
The effect of a conducting substrate (Δ = −1) is particularly
strong, as trivalent ions can pull the polymer chains to the
surface by simultaneously binding to the chains and to the
interface (Figure 4b).

Figure 3. Dependence of brush height, counterion location, and
dielectric effects on polymer charge density: (a) Brush height Hb
(solid lines) and counterion height Hc (dashed lines) as a function of
Manning parameter ξ (tuned by varying the monomer charge). (b)
Distributions (normalized by the overall counterion density) of
counterions, ρ*

c , as a function of the distance z to the substrate at
Bjerrum length lB = 3σ and polymer charge per length −eλ =
−0.089e/σ (top, monomer charge −0.1e) and −eλ = −0.89e/σ
(bottom, monomer charge −e).
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We observe considerably more complex behavior upon
varying the polymer charge density (Figure 4c). In the absence
of surface polarization, we observe nearly constant brush
height, with a weak chain contraction for ξ ≳ 1/3, qualitatively
different from the monotonic expansion detected in the
presence of monovalent counterions (Figure 3a). The trivalent
ions within the brush can counteract the increasing polymer−
polymer repulsion as λ is increased, and the PEBs exhibit
behavior akin to the collapsed brush regime,65 where the brush
height is predicted to decrease with increasing charge on the
polyelectrolyte chains. Dielectric effects further alter this
behavior. Whereas a repulsive substrate causes an even weaker
collapse with slightly shifted ξ* and expanded brush structure
compared to a nonpolarizable substrate, the brush on a
conducting interface shows a markedly different trend, namely,
a strong monotonic contraction. This observation underlines
that surface polarization can qualitatively alter the response of a
PEB to variation of conditions such as pH.

Interestingly, the average counterion location Hc for a brush
grafted on a conducting substrate increases monotonically,
contrasting strongly with the behavior observed for mono-
valent counterions (Figure 3a) and for trivalent counterions
near insulating or nonpolarizable substrates (Figure 4c). At low
polymer charge density, the strong interaction of trivalent ions
with their induced polarization charges dictates the ion
distribution and leads to ion accumulation near the substrate
(conversely, it is responsible for their exclusion near a low-
permittivity substrate). However, at high λ, strong ion−
polymer binding competes with the ion−polarization charge
interactions. As a result, the ions detach from the interface and
Hc increases. The strong binding of ions to the substrate also
explains the observed monotonic contraction of the brush for
Δ = −1. Instead of adsorption of ions from the bulk into the
brush, upon increase of λ the polymers are attracted to the
layer of counterions already residing near the interface.

3.4. Effect of Counterion Size. In all simulations
presented above, we employed counterions with the same
size as the monomers, σc = σb. However, ion size affects
counterion binding, as it determines the closest distance
between ions and monomers,66 so that smaller size results in a
stronger interactionan effect analogous to increasing the ion
valency. We therefore anticipate that counterion size can
modify the brush height as well as the magnitude of dielectric
effects and once more revisit the systems studied in sections
3.1 and 3.2, for both smaller (σc = 0.5σb) and larger
monovalent counterions (σc = 2σb). A comparison for the
three counterion sizes is presented in Figure 5.
Smaller ion size results in a more compact brush structure, in

agreement with simulations of free polyelectrolytes.67 The
enhanced ion−polymer binding also causes an earlier onset of
counterion condensation and stronger intra- and interpolymer
screening, as manifested by the shift in ξ* to smaller values
when ξ is varied via the Bjerrum length (Figure 5a) and by a
slower expansion when ξ is varied via the polymer charge
density (Figure 5b). In fact, for the larger ion size (σc = 2σb)
studied, the brush height becomes a monotonic function of ξ
in Figure 5a, and ξ* is no longer detected within the range
studied, reflecting that the larger ion size suppresses the
condensation of counterions onto the chains (for bead charge
−e and lB = 3σ, only 13.7% of ions are bound when σc = 2σb,
compared to 73.5% for σc = σb) and also swells the brush due
to enhanced excluded volume of those ions that remain in the
brush.
Smaller counterions also enhance the dielectric effects on

brush structure. The enhancement is weak for low-permittivity
substrates, but for brushes grafted onto conducting substrates
decreasing the ion size has a stronger effect since, in addition
to enhancing the ion−polymer coupling, it allows the ions to
approach the interface more closely and thereby couple more
strongly to surface polarization charges.

3.5. Effect of Ion Concentration. Dielectric effects are
expected to be increasingly screened out as the ion
concentration in the system increases. To confirm this, we
consider two independent ways of changing this concentration,
namely tuning either the salt concentration c (Figure 6a) or the
polymer grafting density Γ (Figure 6b).
For monovalent salt, scaling theory37 predicts a “salted brush

regime” where the salt concentration c is high enough to
modify the brush structure, decreasing the brush height Hb as
c−1/3. This contraction is due to a reduction in the counterion
osmotic pressure and the electrostatic repulsion between

Figure 4. Effect of trivalent counterions on a PEB under salt-free
conditions. (a) Brush height Hb (solid lines) and counterion height
Hc (dashed lines) as a function of Manning parameter ξ, which is
varied by tuning lb (changing temperature T or solvent permittivity
κsol). (b) A simulation snapshot illustrates that for a brush (green
monomers) grafted on a conducting substrate the trivalent counter-
ions (blue) cause, at sufficiently strong coupling (lB = 3σ, ξ ≈ 2.67),
both intra- and interpolymer condensation (top view) and
simultaneously bind to the polyelectrolyte and to the interface (side
view). (c) Same as (a), but now the Manning parameter is varied by
tuning the polymer charge density. Comparison to Figure 3a shows
that trivalent and monovalent counterions lead to qualitatively
different behavior.
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polymers.36,37 Even though our chains are too short to be
described by the scaling prediction, Figure 6a qualitatively
confirms this behavior. Along with this, the role of dielectric
mismatch diminishes with increasing salt concentration, as
expected.
The opposite trend in Hb occurs when the grafting density is

increased (Figure 6b). We ascribe the observed swelling of the
brush to the enhancement of interpolymer electrostatic

repulsion, steric repulsion, and counterion osmotic pressure.
The latter increases despite the strong counterion condensa-
tion because of the reduction in free volume available to the
ions. Interestingly, early scaling theories36,37 predict a brush
height in this “osmotic regime” independent of grafting
density. One assumption underlying these derivations is that
the chain free energy is described by the “weak-stretching”
regime. In our simulations, even for the lowest grafting density
(Γ = 0.02σ−2) the chains are stretched up to ∼65% of their
contour length (≈ 21/6σN) and hence more likely described by
the strongly stretched regime (i.e., nonlinear elasticity).30

However, this does not resolve the discrepancy; rather,
inclusion in the counterion entropy of the finite volume of
the polymer is what gives rise to a brush height that grows
linearly with grafting density. This matches our simulation
results, which in turn reproduce earlier simulation work.68

Although the response to an increase in grafting density is
markedly different from the response to an increase in salt
concentration, Figure 6b confirms that dielectric modulation of
the brush height again diminishes at higher ion concentration.

3.6. Effect of Electric Field. Lastly, we consider the
deformation of a PEB under an external electric field oriented
parallel to the substrate. Such a field offers an approach for
regulating solvent transport in a nanochannel,5,6 where the
magnitude of the electric field affects whether the channel is
open or closed. Exploration of the role of dielectric mismatch
on transport in PEB-functionalized nanochannels was one of
the motivations for our earlier work.54 Here we examine the
corresponding deformation of the brush at two selected
grafting densities, Γ = 0.02σ−2 and Γ = 0.04σ−2.
Figure 7 illustrates that for both grafting densities and all

substrate permittivities the brush height decreases with

increasing electric field, opening the channel by pressing the
chains toward the substrate. As expected, PEBs at lower
grafting density respond more strongly to an applied field since
the polymers have more configurational freedom to deform.
The effect of dielectric mismatch on brush structure is present
at all field strengths, with conducting substrates systematically
yielding a more compact brush and therefore a larger effective
width of the nanochannel.

Figure 5. Role of ion size. Brush height Hb (solid lines) and
counterion height Hc (dashed lines) as a function of Manning
parameter ξ which is adjusted by changing either (a) the Bjerrum
length lB or (b) the polymer charge density. The salt-free PEB is
neutralized by monovalent counterions of size σc = 0.5σb (panels in
the left column), σc = σb (panels in the central column), and σc = 2σb
(panels in the right column).

Figure 6. Effect of ion concentration on the brush structure and
magnitude of dielectric effects. Brush height Hb as a function of (a)
monovalent salt concentration c and (b) polymer grafting density Γ at
fixed Manning parameter ξ ≈ 2.67 with conducting (Δ = −1),
insulating (Δ = 1), and nonpolarizable (Δ = 0) substrates.

Figure 7. Polymer brush under an external electric field parallel to the
substrate. Brush height Hb is shown as a function of field strength E at
fixed Manning parameter ξ ≈ 2.67 for two different grafting densities
Γ. Lower grafting densities permit stronger deformation of the brush
and conducting substrates yield the most compact brush.
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4. CONCLUSIONS
Employing coarse-grained molecular dynamics simulations, we
have examined how the response of polyelectrolyte brushes to
changes in various intrinsic and external conditions depends on
the dielectric properties of the substrate. Compared to
substrates that have no dielectric mismatch with the solvent,
polyelectrolyte brushes on conducting interfaces adopt
contracted configurations, whereas brushes on low-permittivity
interfaces are expanded. The effect of the latter is relatively
weaker because of the constraint introduced by the
polyelectrolyte−substrate grafting. The dielectric modulation
of brush structure is amplified at high Bjerrum length, low salt
concentration, low grafting density, small counterion size, high
polymer charge, and high counterion valency.
In the particular case of multivalent counterions, surface

polarization can qualitatively alter the response of a
polyelectrolyte brush to varying polymer charge density, e.g.,
due to a change in pH. Notably, in such systems, the
multivalent ions can cause a collapse of the brush onto a
conducting substrate when the polymer charge is increased,
whereas the brush is relatively insensitive to polymer charge
when grafted onto an insulating substrate.
Even though the work presented here employs model

systems with a low degree of polymerization, we foresee our
findings to be of relevance in nanoscale applications where
precise control over brush structure and ion behavior are
needed.
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